
Rules for the John Pierce Open 2022- “THE MASTERS OF VGA GOLF” 

1. A flight and B flight must play at least the minimum flight tee setting.  If the committee needs to even out flight 
players by handicap, then an A flight player can play the minimum rated B flight tees.  A player can move back to 
a tougher rated tee if they choose.  Every player must confirm their tee selection with their group and on the 
scorecard before every round.  Ladies tees to be confirmed.  The goal is to have a correct yardage course for 
each player’s general golf ability and handicap.  A player can choose to play in either flight as long they stay in 
the same flight/minimum tee setting for the entire 3-day tournament.  No refunds once your $60 entry has been 
paid.     
 

2. The playing committee will confirm all playing rules, tee settings, flights, and player tee times/pairings. 
 

3. There may be a tee marker to confirm the correct flight teeing area if needed.   
 

4. USGA rules and VGA event rules apply (i.e. E5, rock club, and the desert rule). 
 

5. There are tentatively 28 players with 14 in the A flight and 14 in the B flight.  Flights will be separated on an 
evenly basis based on the final player count.   
 

6. Read the payout sheet and the payout will be adjusted per the final player count.   
 

7. If you hit your ball in a wash off the TEEING AREA, you are allowed to advance to the other side of the wash and 
play it as a penalty drop area.  Confirm with your group and look for drop areas if you go in a wash/penalty area. 
 

8. Sand traps may not have rakes/maintenance - If needed, foot rake the trap, place the ball for your shot within 1 
club length from the original resting point and play your shot.  You must stay in the bunker.  **No penalty** 
Check with your group and some traps may be ground under repair. 
 

9. The playing committee will have your handicaps available for each round.  If you have the USGA GHIN phone 
app, USE IT.  You don’t have wait for the committee to calculate your handicap based on your tee selection. 
 

10. Take a cooler with bottled water each day since there may not be a cart girl. 
 

11. Keep up with the group ahead and try to keep all rounds under 4:15 minutes. DO NOT WAIT FOR OTHER 
PLAYERS TO HIT AND THEN GO TO YOUR BALL.  Respectfully get ready to play your shot while your group is 
preparing to hit their shot.  It will be very hot and playing ready golf is a MUST!!! 

****KEEP IN MIND**** 

THE POINT OF THIS TOURNAMENT IS TO HAVE FUN, PLAY GOLF & CARDS, AND TO HONOR ALL THE VGA 
MEMBERS AND THOSE WHO HAVE PASSED ON.   

Tee Yardages 

Tubac- Rancho/Anza A FLIGHT:  Blue -  69.4/121/6374/71     B FLIGHT: White - 66.1/114/5750/71 

Star Pass CC  A FLIGHT:  Black -  70.3/133/6438/71     B FLIGHT: Silver – 67.6/123/5955/71 

  San Ignacio:           A FLIGHT: Blue -  69.6/125/6298/72    B FLIGHT: White - 67.4/118/5882/72 

Ladies tees- Tubac/Green-69.5/121/5078  Star Pass CC/Blue-69.6/129/5556  San Ignacio/Red-69.9/122/5158 


